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WHAT OTHERS SAY: Wishes won't fix
the problems of climate change
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ce: Alyson BeanNew York City police arrested a protesting polar bear last week — or rather
someone in a polar bear costume. Still, as metaphors go for the state of climate change policy
in the United States, the arrest wasn’t bad.

Ahead of a one-day United NationsU.N. Summit on climate change, protesters took to the
streets in New York last Sunday and Monday. The best they had was a fake polar bear and
“Hey-hey, ho-ho, climate change has got to go,” a tired variation on an old theme.

There is nothing new under the sun. Certainly nothing new on climate change policy. The
same people are saying the same things, and the Earth is getting hotter. Few people want to
give anything up. Denial is the default position.

Increasingly it appears that Paul Crutzencq, a pioneering Dutch atmospheric scientist who
won the Nobel Prize+in chemistry+ in 1995, is right: Significant reductions of atmospheric
carbon dioxide are nothing more than “a pious wish.”

President Barack Obama, who audaciously hopes, was among 120 or so world leaders who
attended the summit. That number did not include the leaders of China or India, who with
the United States are the world’s three largest sources of greenhouse gas emissions.



The lonely warrior

Mr.Obama told the summit that he’s doing what he can ahead of next year’s Paris Summit,
where once again the U.N. will try to set international mandates on greenhouse gas
emissions.

The Paris Summit is expected to generate another climate change treaty for the U.S. Senate
to refuse to ratify. Even if Democrats somehow hold the majority after the November
elections, it takes a two-thirds majority to ratify a treaty. A far less partisan Senate in 1997
didn’t even take up the Kyoto Protocolcq.

Nothing, not even the inexorable rise in atmospheric carbon dioxide past the 400 parts per
million “tipping point,” will convince 67 senators that it’s worth taxing carbon or otherwise
taking serious action that threatens economic growth.

In any battle that pits the Earth’s future against the wishes of big donors or constituents
worried about their jobs, donors and jobs win every time. Better to deny science and imperil
the grandchildren than to lose a seat in Congress.

The crusade against global warming runs up against human nature’s preference to let
tomorrow take care of itself.

Mr.Obama has to go it alone on climate change, trying to convince the world that the United
States is serious about reducing its carbon footprint, even as he duels with a Congress
crammed with members who don’t even acknowledge the problem.

Five years ago at another U.N. climate meeting in Copenhagen, the president pledged to
reduce carbon emissions by about 17 percent — to 2005 levels — by the year 2020. “America
will meet that target,” he said Tuesday.

That was not nearly enough, but it was more than his critics thought necessary. He has
extended earlier executive orders relating to climate change. He has ordered international
development agencies to “systematically factor climate-resilience” into their decisions. Read
that as helping other nations adapt to climate change.

Too much resistance

SoMembers of Congress who hated last year’s executive order on greenhouse gas emissions
at power plants and who hate foreign assistance anyway now have something else to gnash
their teeth over.



Mr.Obama, at least, gets it. “The climate is changing faster than our efforts to address it,” he
said at the U.N. “The alarm bells keep ringing. Our citizens keep marching. We cannot
pretend that we do not hear them. We have to answer the call.”

He continued, “We cannot condemn our children and their children to a future that is
beyond their capacity to repair. ... As one of America’s governors (Jay Inslee of Washington
statecq) said, ‘We are the first generation to feel the impact of climate change and the last
generation that can do something about it.’”

It was fine and stirring rhetoric, but unlikely to convince (a) developing nations that don’t
think they should have to pay the price for fossil fuels that America burned for 150 years nor
(b) Republican critics in Congress nor (c) people whose lives and comfort depend on coal
and oil.

Thirty years of resistance on climate change politics means it’s too late to prevent
catastrophic effects. Last year, for the first time sincethe Pliocene epoch 800,000 years ago,
the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere hit 400 parts per million. It fluctuates within a
narrow range, and is now down to 395396 ppm, but is expected to reach 450 ppm by 2100.

That means the Earth’s mean temperature will rise by at least 2 degrees Celsius (3.635.6
degree+s+ Fahrenheit). Polar ice caps will be all but gone, so will many coastal areas.
Deserts will spread.

And that’s the optimistic scenario. Some forecasts see a 6- degree Celsius temperature rise,
creating wars over water and food. Species will disappear; growing seasons will be altered.

We can mitigate it if we begin today. But we won’t, not in a serious way. Hope for a miracle is
the best we can offer our grandchildren.
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